Dog Park

Rock Ridge Trail:
Portions of Rock Ridge trail have extremely steep terrain. Please proceed with caution.

Hollytree Dr.

Elev. 1270 ft.
Elev. 1115 ft.
Elev. 1060 ft.

Lindero Canyon Rd.
Bromely Dr.

Elev. 1060 ft.

Hollytree Dr.

Oak Canyon Community Park

Distance of Trail Section

Yellow: 0.5 miles.
Pink: 0.4 miles.
Blue: 0.5 miles.

- ★ = Trailhead.
- All elevations and distances are approximate.
- Highest ascent/ lowest descent is 210 ft.
- This trail connects with Rock Ridge Trail: Portions of Rock Ridge Trail have extremely steep terrain — Please proceed with caution.